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1 Introduction
The cellular regulatory networks monitor the state of a cell and its
surroundings, and control key cellular processes such as metabolism, cell
division and apoptosis. One of the main challenges of systems biology is to
provide a mechanistic (as opposed to phenomenological) understanding of
these networks in terms of their elementary building blocks: the reactions
between and states of biological molecules.
Mechanistic understanding requires collection and integration of
knowledge. This in turn requires a language in which these tasks are
natural. Such a language, rxncon, is presented here. Its statements consist
of the appropriate abstractions to naturally describe the mechanistic
building blocks responsible for cellular signalling: elemental reactions,
that describe independent reaction events, and their contingencies, the
necessary molecular context consisting of interactions and modifications.
The elemental reactions create and destroy states, which in their turn make
up the contingencies. In this sense, the language is very close to experiment,
since every statement corresponds to an experimental fact.
Scalability is a fundamental problem in the description of cellular
networks (Hlavacek et al., 2003), in particular when aiming for genomescale models (GSM). The actual problem is twofold, first in the
model formulation, and second in the model execution: even when the
formulation of a model does not run into scalability issues, the execution
or simulation might still be infeasible. The state-of-the-art genome-scale
models are metabolic models (Thiele and Palsson, 2010). In fact, all
genome-scale models to date are metabolic GSMs, and the success of
the field relies on the characteristics of the metabolic networks. The
metabolic networks transfer mass via metabolic conversion and transport

e

reactions. Metabolites in different compartments are considered different
components and hence they are not considered to carry any further internal
structure in the form of states. Instead, metabolic reactions create and
destroy metabolites, making the reaction mutually exclusive at the level of
individual metabolites. The absence of combinatorial interplay between
reactions is one of the key features of metabolic networks, as it pre-empts
the combinatorial complexity that constitutes the principal challenge in
both modelling and empirical analysis of signal transduction networks.
Cellular regulatory networks require a different approach than
metabolic networks. The regulatory networks process information, which
is encoded primarily in state changes of components, with no or limited
or local transfer of mass only. Consequently, the assumptions underlying
the metabolic modelling approaches are not valid or useful in describing
cellular regulation. The critical difference is that most components can
undergo multiple distinct reactions, each of which changes a site-specific
state (e.g. modification at specific residue, ligand binding at specific
domain), and that most of these state changes can be combined.
The problems posed by combinatorial complexity are well-known
(Hlavacek and Faeder, 2009; Rother et al., 2013) and overcoming them
is one of the challenges in the field. The approach followed by rxncon
is one of macrostates: instead of enumerating all possible combinations
of states generated by the reaction events (the so-called microstates), we
“trace out” the degrees of freedom that are unknown to us anyway. Rulebased modelling, which adheres to the “don’t care, don’t write” principle
(Faeder et al., 2005, 2009; Danos and Laneve, 2004), follows a similar
approach. Indeed, in coming work we present the translation of rxncon
systems to rule-based models (in preparation).
Furthermore rxncon is composable. This means that single reaction
events can be added to a system by adding single statements and
1
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without touching all previous statements. Similarly, as knowledge about
a signalling network progresses, more accurate domain or residue
information can be provided without having to completely start from
scratch. This facilitates iterative model building and cooperative efforts
by multiple groups.
Finally, the language is compilable to executable models. In this work
we establish the formal semantics of the language, but in other works we
discuss the translation into a bipartite Boolean model (Thieme et al., 2017)
and into a rule-based model (in preparation).
Taken together, we present a scalable, composable language for
describing cellular signal transduction processes that contains the
appropriate abstractions to make a direct connection with experimental
knowledge and which is compilable to executable, simulatable models.

2 Syntax and semantics of the rxncon language
A rxncon system can be thought of as a compendium of knowledge
about the mechanistic processes that underlie cellular signal transduction
phenomena. The language, which we formalize below, consists of a
collection of statements enumerating the biochemical reactions and their
contingencies, the context in which these reactions take place.
Since each statement considers either a reaction or a contingency,
each individual statement is an experimentally verifiable fact about the
signalling network, that can be annotated with literature sources and
further details. These statements are independent: the reactions only denote
which property of a molecule (phosphorylation residue, binding domain)
changes, without having to resort to a microstate description, which is
inherently unscalable.
In these sections, we give a formal definition of the rxncon language.
We use Backus-Naur Form (BNF) (Backus, 1959; Naur, 1961) definitions
to describe syntactically correct rxncon statements, and show how the
BNF products map to different semantic concepts. These concepts in turn
map to classes in the code of our implementation of the language. We will
sometimes refer to a property p of an object by writing hobjecti.p: by this
we mean that part of the BNF product with the name p. We use the Kleene
star * to denote zero or more of a particular item and the symbol + for one
or more of a particular item.

2.1 Specs
The central building block of the rxncon language is a molecule
specification or spec, of which the BNF definition is given in (1). They
appear as elements of reaction and state statements, in which they are used
to specify properties of molecules.
hSpeci |= hComponenti [‘@’ hStructureIndexi]
[‘_’ hLocusi]

(1)

hComponenti |= hProteini | hmRNAi | hGenei
hStructureIndexi |= ‘0’ | ‘1’ | ‘2’ | . . .
hProteini |= Protein name
hmRNAi |= hProteini ‘mRNA’
hGenei |= hProteini ‘Gene’
hLocusi |= ‘[’ [hDomaini] [‘(’hResiduei‘)’] ‘]’
hDomaini |= Domain name
hResiduei |= Residue name
The required Component denotes the particular protein, gene or mRNA
that is referred to. Protein names are composed of alphanumeric characters,
but have to start with a letter and not end in –Gene or –mRNA, which

automatically refer to the gene or mRNA molecule corresponding to
the protein. This one-to-one-to-one relation makes implementation of
reactions that rely on the central dogma, i.e. translations and transcriptions,
straightforward.
The optional Locus points to a location on a molecule, in order of
increased resolution: to a domain or a residue. Domains can contain
residues. This construction allows one to accurately reflect the detail of
experimental knowledge: e.g. one might not know the precise residue at
which a protein needs to be phosphorylated in order for a certain reaction
to be possible, but only the domain on which the phosphorylation lives. If
a residue is specified, the spec’s resolution is “at the residue level”, and
similar for domain. If no Locus is provided, the spec’s resolution is “at the
component level”.
Larger molecular complexes that can appear in contingencies might
have multiple subunits containing the same molecule. In such a case, there
is an ambiguity when combining different contingencies based solely on
the component names of the molecules. To work around this problem,
we introduce an additional Structure index, a number unique for each
molecule.
Specs have a superset / subset relation amongst each other. The spec
A is a subset of a spec B if
• A’s and B’s Component and StructureIndex match, and
• A’s resolution is equal or higher than B’s, and
• the Locus information in B that is not empty coincides with that in A.

The spec A is a superset of a spec B if B is a subset of A. Trivially a spec
is its own superset and its own subset.

2.2 States
States correspond to independent observable quantities, such as protein’s
phosphorylation or bond to another protein. What is called “state” in the
literature often refers to the fully specified microstate of a molecule. A
rxncon state is a macroscopic state: except for the information on e.g.
a phosphorylation, all other information is ignored (or “traced out” in
statistical physics parlance).
In this section we discuss the different properties that states can have,
and the different classes of states that appear in the rxncon language.
States belong to a certain Class. Currently we distinguish six classes
in rxncon, see Table 1. Modifications such as A_[(r)]-{p} denote a
modification of a particular residue, such as phosphorylations. Interactions
such as A_[a]--B_[b] describe bound states between different
molecules. SelfInteractions such as A_[x]--[y] describe bound states
within the same molecule. EmptyBindings such as A_[x]--0 describe
an unbound (empty) binding domain on a molecule. Inputs such as
[Turgor] describe a macroscopic input signal that cannot be localised
on a single molecule. The special FullyNeutral state will be discussed
below.
We distinguish states that are located on a single molecule,
Modifications, SelfInteractions and EmptyBindings, ones that are located
on a pair of molecules, Interactions, and non-localizable Inputs.
States are built up of zero or more specs or loci and inherit the notion
of resolution from them. Each class of state has for every spec or Locus
an associated elemental resolution. If every spec and locus that appears
in a state is at its elemental resolution, the state itself is referred to as an
elemental state.
States inherit the superset / subset relation from the specs they contain.
A state S1 is a subset of a state S2 if
• they belong to the same class, and
• all non-spec properties coincide, and
• all specs in S1 are subsets of the specs in S2 .
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For classes of states that contain more than one spec, we consider
the meaning of two states to coincide under permutation of the specs, i.e.
A_[a]--B_[b] is equivalent to B_[b]--A_[a].
There exists a notion of mutual exclusivity of states: the same residue
on the same molecule cannot simultaneously be in the phosphorylated and
unmodified form. An overview of which states are mutually exclusive with
which can be found in Table 1. Note that elementarity of states is assumed
here.
Every state has one or more “neutral” counterparts, for Modifications
this is a Modification with the neutral Modifier, and for (Self)Interactions
the appropriate EmptyBindings. Reactions that synthesise components
mostly do so in a fully neutral combination of states, the FullyNeutralState
which we denote by “0”. This state is in fact a shorthand for the combination
of all the neutral states for a particular component, see Section 2.6.

The context for reaction events is given by contingencies, see (3). These
are (Boolean combinations of) states that influence the reaction events.
hContingencyi |= hSubjecti ‘,’ hVerbi ‘,’ hObjecti

(3)

hSubjecti |= hReactioni
| ‘<’ hBooleanContingencyi ‘>’
| ‘[’ hOutputi ‘]’
hBooleanContingencyi |= Boolean contingency name
hOutputi |= Output name
hVerbi |= hBooleanOperatori | hContingencyTypei
hBooleanOperatori |= ‘AND’ | ‘OR’ | ‘NOT’
hContingencyTypei |= ‘!’ | ‘x’ | ‘?’ | ‘0’ | ‘k+’ | ‘k-’

2.3 Syntax of reactions
The states we have seen in the previous section are created and destroyed
by elemental Reactions. The syntax, which is presented in (2), contains
two specs and a ReactionType.
hReactioni |= hSpeci ‘_’ hReactionTypei ‘_’ hSpeci

2.5 Contingencies

(2)

hReactionTypei |= ‘p+’ | ‘p-’ | ‘ppi+’ | . . .
For a (non-exhaustive, but representative) list of rxncon Reactions, see
Table 2. The skeleton rule that determines the semantics is explained in
the following section.

2.4 Semantics of reactions: skeleton rules
Several languages, such as BNGL Faeder et al. (2009) and Kappa (Danos
et al., 2007) exist to formulate rule-based models. Here we briefly define
the skeleton rule language: a simple language that is used to define the
semantics of the rxncon reactions in terms of previously introduced rxncon
concepts.
hSkeletonRulei |= hTermsi ‘->’ hTermsi
hTermsi |= hTermi | hTermi ‘+’ hTermsi
hTermi |= hComponentsi ‘#’ [hStatesi]

hObjecti |= hStatei
| hBooleanContingencyi hStructureEquivalencesi∗
hStructureEquivalencei |= ‘#’ hNamespacedComponenti ‘=’ hNamespacedComponenti
hNamespacedComponenti |= [hNamespacei] hComponenti hStructureIndexi
hNamespacei |= hBooleanContingencyi ‘.’
| hBooleanContingencyi ‘.’ hNamespacei
We distinguish strict contingencies, with ContingencyType “!” for an
absolute requirement and ContingencyType “x” for an absolute inhibition,
and quantitative contingencies, with ContingencyType “k+” representing
a positive contribution to the reaction rate and ContingencyType “k-” a
negative contribution.
Finally, the ContingencyTypes “0” and “?” denote no effect
respectively unknown effect.
When all of a reaction’s contingencies are satisfied, the signalling
network is considered to be in a state that can accomodate the reaction. For
a reaction to be considered active, the network needs to be in this state, the
reaction’s reactants need to be present and its sources (the states it targets
for consumption) need to be present.
Contingencies inherit the notion of elementarity from the states they
contain: if all states are elemental, the contingency is elemental and
otherwise not.

hComponentsi |= hComponenti | hComponenti ‘!’ hComponenti
hStatesi |= hStatei | hStatei ‘!’ hStatesi

The rule describes a transition between a number of terms at its left-hand
side into a number of terms at its right-hand side. Every term consists of
(i) one or more Components, which are connected in a complex and (ii)
zero or more elemental states. The latter define the internal state of the
molecules in the complex.
Given a Reaction and its skeleton rule, one can define the notions
of production, consumption, synthesis and degradation of states by
Reactions, where RHS and LHS refer to the right-hand side and left-hand
side of the corresponding skeleton rule:
• a state is produced by a reaction if it appears on the RHS, not on the

LHS, but the component carrying the state does appear on the LHS,
• a state is consumed by a reaction if it appears on the LHS, not on the

RHS, but the component carrying the state does appear in the RHS,

2.5.1 Satisfiability of contingencies
Since contingencies can form Boolean expressions of states, it is important
that they are satisfiable. The reference implementation of rxncon is linked
to picoSAT (Biere, 2008), an industrial-strength satisfiability solver.
Every contingency can (and will, in practice) be expanded into an
elemental contingency (see Section 2.6). It is therefore sufficient to
consider satisfiability of elemental contingencies. However, not every
naively obtained solution to a Boolean expression over states is a valid
solution: some states are mutually exclusive with one another, and are
therefore not allowed.
Furthermore, a contingency needs to be connected to the reactants: if it
refers to a molecule that is not one of the reactants there needs to be at least
one path from the reactants to that molecule over bond states to be valid.
This in particular becomes an issue when translating a rxncon system to
rules in a rule-based model (in preparation). A Boolean contingency is
satisfiable if it has at least one solution that contains no mutually exclusive
states and is connected.

• a state is synthesised by a reaction if it appears on the RHS, and the

component carrying the state does not appear on the LHS,
• a state is degraded by a reaction if no state mutually exclusive with

it appears on the LHS, and the component carrying the state does not
appear on the RHS.

2.5.2 Structured indices and boolean contingencies
In many cases, the name of a molecule might not be sufficient to uniquely
identify it in a complex, which is solved by adding structure indices to
specs. The rxncon reference implementation has an algorithm to find
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Table 1. Classes of states in the rxncon language. We denote the BNF definition, the resolution of the respective specs and loci at which the state becomes elemental, the states with which they are mutually
exclusive and their neutral counterparts.
Class

BNF definition

BNF definition part

hSubstratei ‘-{’ hModifieri ‘}’ hSubstratei |= hSpeci
hModifieri |= 0 | p | . . .
Interaction
hFirstMoli ‘--’ hSecondMoli
hFirstMoli |= hSpeci
hSecondMoli |= hSpeci
SelfInteraction hFirstDomi ‘--’ hSecondDomi hFirstDomi |= hSpeci
hSecondDomi |= hLocusi
EmptyBinding hMoli ‘--0’
hMoli |= hSpeci
Input
‘[’ hNamei ‘]’
hNamei |= Input State name

Modification

FullyNeutral

0

n/a

Elemental Mutually exclusive with
resolution
• Modification with equal hSubstratei,
different hModifieri
• All Interaction, SelfInteraction, and

Residue
n/a
Domain
Domain
Domain
Domain
Domain
n/a
n/a

Neutral state(s)

hSubstratei ‘-{0}’

hFirstMoli ‘--0’ and hSecondMoli ‘--0’
EmptyBinding mutually exclusive if any
domain matches
hFirstDomi ‘--0’ and hFirstDomi.component‘_’hSecondDomi ‘--0’

• Inputs are not mutually exclusive
• n/a (expanded to other states)

Table 2. Classes of Reactions in the rxncon language. Here we denote the specs appearing in the Reaction as computer-code style variables $x, $y to allow a
“method call” syntax on them which extracts a particular part of their BNF expression. For the domain-specific language expressing the rules, please see the
text.
Reaction

Class

$x

$y

Base rxncon-intermediate rule

$x_p+_$y
$x_p-_$y
$x_ub+_$y
$x_ap+_$y
$x_ap-_$y
$x_ppi+_$y
$x_ppi-_$y
$x_pt_$y
$x_trsc_$y
$x_trsl_$y

Phosphorylation
Dephosphorylation
Ubiquitination
Auto-phosphorylation
Auto-dephosphorylation
Protein-protein-bind
Protein-protein-unbind
Phosphotransfer
Transcription
Translation

Protein, Component
Protein, Component
Protein, Component
Protein, Component
Protein, Component
Protein, Domain
Protein, Domain
Protein, Residue
Protein, Component
Protein, Component

Protein, Residue
Protein, Residue
Protein, Residue
Protein, Residue
Protein, Residue
Protein, Domain
Protein, Domain
Protein, Residue
Gene, Component
mRNA, Component

$x# + $y#$y-{0} -> $x# + $y#$y-{p}
$x# + $y#$y-{p} -> $x# + $y#$y-{0}
$x# + $y#$y-{0} -> $x# + $y#$y-{ub}
$y#$y-{0} -> $y#$y-{p}
$y#$y-{p} -> $y#$y-{0}
$x#$x--0 + $y#$y--0 -> $x!$y#$x--$y
$x!$y#$x--$y -> $x#$x--0 + $y#$y--0
$x#$x-{p} + $y#$y-{0} -> $x#$x-{0} + $y#$y-{p}
$x# + $y# -> $x# + $y# + $y.mrna#0
$x# + $y# -> $x# + $y# + $y.protein#0

reasonable default structure indices if none are supplied, and internally
every spec in the contingency list carries a structure index once the rxncon
system has been constructed.
When one defines contingencies that contain Boolean expressions
or nested Booleans (Boolean contingencies containing Boolean
contingencies), there is an additional ambiguity. The structure indices of
a Boolean contingency live in a namespace that is labelled by the name of
that particular Boolean contingency. Within that namespace every structure
index is well-defined, but one has to map the indices within the namespace
of the Boolean contingency to the subject namespace. This applies to
contingencies that have a reaction as their subject as well as contingencies
that themselves have a Boolean contingency as their subject: when one
combines multiple Boolean contingencies, the namespaces have to be
merged to obtain an unambiguous labelling.
The following rules apply:
• for monomolecular reactions, the reactant has structure index 0,
• for bimolecular reactions, the reactants have indices 0 and 1,
• when a contingency (with a reaction or a Boolean contingency as

its subject) has a Boolean contingency as its object, a structure
equivalence has to be supplied. This equivalence relation establishes
which (Component, StructureIndex) pairs in the subject namespace
map to which (Component, StructureIndex) pairs in the object
namespace. As an example, the equivalence #A@0=A@2 means that
the component A@0 in the subject’s namespace refers to the same
molecule as A@2 in the Boolean contingency’s namespace.

2.6 rxncon system
A full rxncon system is a set of one or more Reactions and zero or more
Contingencies, see (4).

hRxnConSystemi |= hReactioni + hContingencyi∗

(4)

After reading a rxncon system, one first finalizes the system an then
validates it.
The finalization concerns (1) the expansion of non-elemental
contingencies and (2) the structuring of non-structured contingencies.
The first happens in two places. It is possible to formulate contingencies
in terms of non-elemental states, whereas Reactions by definition only
produce, consume, synthesise and degrade elemental states. To handle
this mismatch, every non-elemental state appearing in a contingency
becomes a Boolean ’OR’ complex carrying the name of the non-elemental
contingency.
Furthermore, the FullyNeutral state needs to be expanded. This state
appears in synthesis reactions and is useful since it is a property of the
entire rxncon system what the neutral state for a component exactly is.
Finally, a validation takes place. Not every rxncon system is internally
consistent. However, this can only be decided after finalisation. The
validation checks that
• there are no elemental states appearing in the contingencies that are not

produced, consumed, synthesised or degraded by elemental reactions,
• there are no reactions that are the subject of contingencies that are not

in the list of reactions,
• there are no unsatisfiable contingencies.
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3 Examples

of contingencies

Consider the rxncon system with the following reactions
A_[a]_ppi+_B_[b]

(5)

A_[a]_ppi+_C_[c]
C_p+_A_[(r1)]
D_p+_A_[(r2)]
This system describes two forward protein-protein-interaction reactions,
between A and B, and A and C respectively, and two modification reactions:
C and D phosphorylating A at two different residues.
In what follows we present several aspects of the rxncon language that
have been introduced in the main body of this work, by studying the same
set of reactions with different sets of contingencies.

3.1 Non-elemental contingency
Contingencies may contain non-elemental states, for example a
phosphorylation requirement without specificity as to which residue is
modified. This state should be expanded into a disjunction of (possibly
multiple) elemental state(s), to enable further analysis or simulation.
Which elemental states are candidates for this is a system-wide property
however, so this expansion can only be performed once the entire system
is known.
Consider system (5) with the contingency
A_[a]_ppi+_B_[b],!,A@0-{p}
This contingency is non-elemental and gets expanded into
A_[a]_ppi+_B_[b],!,<A-{p}>#A@0=A@0
<A-{p}>,OR,A@0_[(r1)]-{p}

(6)

<A-{p}>,OR,A@0_[(r2)]-{p}

3.2 Non-satisfiable contingency
Boolean contingencies may contain statements that are not satisfiable.
Consider the contingency
C_p+_A_[(r1)],!,<DOUBLEBOND>#A@1=A@0#C@0=C@2
<DOUBLEBOND>,!,A@0_[a]--B@1_[b]
<DOUBLEBOND>,!,A@0_[a]--C@2_[c]

This contingency has one solution, namely A@1_[a]--B@3_[b] and
A@1_[a]--C@0_[c] both true (note that we have lifted the structural
indices out of the Boolean and into the reaction’s namespace). These
two states are mutually exclusive with one another, since the A@1_[a]
binding domain cannot be doubly-bound. This statement should therefore
be rejected.

A_[a]_ppi+_B_[b],!,<A-PHOS-BOUND>#A@0=A@1#B@1=B@0
(7)
<A-PHOS-BOUND>,AND,<A-{p}>#A@1=A@0

(8)

<A-PHOS-BOUND>,AND,A@1_[a]--B@0_[b]

(9)

Here we reuse the <A-{p}> contingency (6). Within the namespace of
the reaction, A has structure index 0 since it is the first reactant and B index
1 since it is the second. The equivalence statement in (7) states that this A
coincides with <A-PHOS-BOUND>’s A@1, which by (8) coincides with
<A-{p}>’s A@0. The B@0 defined in coincides with B@1 in the reaction.

4 Discussion and conclusion
We have presented the syntax and semantics of rxncon, the reactioncontingency language for the description of cellular signalling processes.
As it stands, the language is suited for knowledge consolidation and
standardization. However, in upcoming work we will present the
translation of rxncon systems to both qualitative bipartite Boolean models
(Thieme et al., 2017) and quantitative rule-based models (in preparation).
Both have their domain of applicability and strengths. Boolean simulations
require no knowledge about the functional form of reaction rate laws,
reaction constants and relative concentrations – the type of quantitative
knowledge that is often lacking. As it turns out, the functionality of
signalling networks is often not dependent on such details which makes
the Boolean models excellent territory for initial model validation. Rulebased modelling (Faeder et al., 2009) is a very natural fit for rxncon: both
approaches adhere to a form of the “don’t care: don’t write” principle
in which information regarding the state of reactants that is unknown or
unimportant is left out of the description.
This work provides a major upgrade to the previous version of the
rxncon language (Tiger et al., 2012). The notion of resolution of specs
and thereby states is novel, and the elementarity of states and their mutual
exclusivity was not considered in detail in the previous release. Still, even
without these concepts, the language performed well (Flöttmann et al.,
2013). This leads one to think that natural processes are rather robust with
regards to changes in detail.
Concluding, we have paved the way for genome-scale modelling of
signal transduction networks in living cells. As mechanistic understanding
of these systems grows so will the applications, in particular in the medical
field where many diseases have been shown to be related to malfunctioning
networks (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011; López-Otín et al., 2013). Several
theoretical challenges remain: in upcoming work we present the precise
translation from rxncon to qualitative Boolean and quantitative rule-based
models. Furthermore several elements are still missing in the language that
are crucial for (mammalian) signalling processes, in particular localisation
and allele effects. These will be subject of further study.
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3.3 Nested boolean contingency
In larger systems, it is useful to reuse certain larger Boolean contingencies.
For example the same complex or multiple phosphorylation might be a
precondition for several reactions. This generalizes to reusing Boolean
contingencies within Boolean contingencies. Consider the following set
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